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Understanding electron transport across \( \pi \)-stacked systems can help to elucidate the role of intermolecular tunneling in molecular junctions and potentially with the design of high-efficiency molecular devices. Here we show how conjugation length and substituent groups influence the electron transport and thermoelectric response in the \( \pi \)-stacked structures by investigating five representative stacked molecular junctions. We found that a \( \pi \)-stacked system of two substituted anthracenes exhibits good thermopower and a high power factor, suggesting that increased conjugation can enhance the thermoelectric response. The fully eclipsed structure of quinhydrone exhibits a high power factor at the minimum energy structure and could thus be a better candidate in a thermoelectric device compared with the other \( \pi \)-stacked systems considered.

1 Introduction

The starting point for the chemists’ vision of molecular electronics is a single molecule bound between electrodes, where chemical functionality within the molecule has been carefully designed to yield a particular electrical function. While such a design sounds simple, achieving this goal has been anything but simple. Leaving aside for a moment the challenge of developing a particular electrical function from chemical functionality, it is a nontrivial task to bind a single molecule between electrodes. Most of the molecules targeted have been large conjugated molecules and consequently aggregation is always a possibility. Within the junction, \( \pi \)-stacked structures can form by accident or by design. Within such structures, there is always the possibility of intermolecular tunneling, introducing a degree of ambiguity in the interpretation of the results. The role of intermolecular \( \pi \)-\( \pi \) interactions in mediating transport has not been extensively explored and warrants further investigation.

\( \pi \)-\( \pi \) stacking is efficiently used by nature to achieve directed long-range electron transport, such as DNA base pairs\(^1\)\(^2\) and amino acid residues. Careful
experiments have found that the intermolecular \( \pi-\pi \) stacking interaction can form an electrical junction and lead to molecular junctions with significant conductance.\(^{3,4}\) An STM break-junction experiment also measured single-molecule conductance through \( \pi-\pi \) stacked benzene rings and found hydrocarbons form direct electrical contacts with gold electrodes.\(^5\) Understanding electron transport across \( \pi \)-stacked structures will help to elucidate the role of intermolecular tunneling in the molecular junction and allow us to use these interactions to design better molecular devices.

Returning to the other challenge in this problem, achieving particular electrical functionality, there has been considerable interest in recent years in quantum interference as a means to make conjugated molecules more than just wires. Destructive quantum interference has been shown to occur in \( \pi \)-stacked systems and can be modulated with changing spatial dislocation between the stacked elements.\(^6,7\) Beyond traditional electrical components, there has also been an interest in molecular thermoelectrics. Thermoelectric effects may be dramatically enhanced near the transmission node that arises as a result of this destructive interference.\(^8\) Several groups have reported the measurement of thermopower, \( S \), of molecular junctions.\(^9\)–\(^13\) The thermopower enters the figure of merit, \( ZT = S^2GT/\kappa \), which is used to describe the efficiency of a thermoelectric device. Here \( S \) is the thermopower, \( G \) is the electronic conductance, \( T \) is temperature and \( \kappa \) is the thermal conductance with contribution from electrons and phonons. As \( \pi \)-stacked systems are electronically coupled through-space, we anticipate that the thermal conductance will be low. Consequently, in this situation the magnitude of the figure of merit is mainly determined by the power factor \( S^2G \). Although the conductance is low at energies where destructive interference dominates, the power factor \( (S^2G) \) can have a high value in the case where \( S^2 \) is much larger than \( G \). In the case where an interference feature is in close proximity to a resonant peak (for example a fano-resonance), however, it is possible to obtain both high thermopower and relatively high conductance.

In this paper, we investigate electron transport and the thermoelectric response through five representative \( \pi \)-stacked systems (three systems with differing conjugation length and two systems with different substituents). For each system, the total transmission at the selected geometries is calculated to illustrate the change in transmission with the spatial dislocation. We examine how conjugation length and substituents influence the electronic transmission, thermopower and power factor in these \( \pi \)-stacked systems. Finally, the binding energy is calculated to show the differing stability of the structures.

The five \( \pi \)-stacked systems considered in this paper are shown in Fig. 1. As we expect an edge to face structure to have weak electronic coupling, resulting in low conductance, we only consider the face to face structure for \( \pi \)-stacked dimers in our study. The three systems A, B and C are \( \pi \)-stacked systems with different conjugation lengths. System D has a substituted cyan group and system E comprises a quinone and a hydroquinone. All of the junctions are formed by one molecule chemisorbed on the left electrode, and another one chemisorbed on the right electrode, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 1.
2 Background

As inelastic transport is usually strongly suppressed at room temperature in single molecule junctions, we only consider the elastic transport. The current through a molecule is calculated with a Green's function implementation of the Landauer approach:

$$I(V) = \frac{2e}{\hbar} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dE [f_L(E, V) - f_R(E, V)] T(E, V)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $f_L(E, V)$ and $f_R(E, V)$ are the Fermi functions for the left and right electrodes, $T(E, V)$ is the energy and bias dependent transmission. Here, we report the transmission that underlies the zero-bias conductance. The Fermi energy is set to $-5$ eV. The thermopower is calculated by:

$$S = \frac{\pi^2 k_B^2 T}{3eT(E)} \frac{\delta T(E)}{\delta E} \bigg|_{E=E_F}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

Fig. 1 Five different $\pi$-stacked molecules we consider in this work. A, B and C are $\pi$-stacked systems without substituents while system D is substituted with cyano groups and system E is the combination of a quinone and a hydroquinone. Bottom (right): an illustration of B when chemisorbed in between gold electrodes as used in our transport calculations.
This equation indicates that a high thermopower is achieved when the slope of the transmission is steep.

3 Computational methods

The geometries of the isolated molecules were optimized using GPAW\textsuperscript{15} (a grid-based real-space DFT code) using PBE exchange functional with van der Waals correction (TS09)\textsuperscript{16} and the stacked structures were formed by combining two of these structures to calculate the transport and binding energy. The molecule-molecule separation in the $z$-direction (perpendicular to the molecular plane) was set to the value that gave the minimum energy structure. The molecules were chemisorbed on an FCC hollow site of the Au electrodes with terminal hydrogen atoms removed. All the transport calculations were performed using gDFTB\textsuperscript{17,18} with the geometries obtained from GPAW.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 System A

We start by considering a basic system to illustrate the basic properties of the transmission and thermoelectric response: stacked benzene rings with thiol substituents for binding to gold electrodes. The transmission features can be understood by considering the system as an even alternate hydrocarbon.\textsuperscript{19} Fig. 2 (top) illustrates how the starring assignment works in the $\pi$-stacked systems: mark every second atom with a star and continue across the nearest-neighbour interactions in the stack. When the two sulphur atoms are both marked with
stars, we say there is alike coupling and destructive interference and when only one is starred we have disjoint coupling and no interference. Fig. 2 (bottom) shows that the transmission through the fully eclipsed structure has a destructive interference near the Fermi energy, which results in lower transmission, while the dislocated structure has higher transmission near Fermi energy without interference, in agreement with previous results.

In addition, the full range of the transmission, thermopower and power factor are calculated as a function of translation along the long (x) and short (y) axes of the molecule. There is low transmission around (0.0, 0.0) in the transmission map, caused by the destructive interference as well as around (2.0, 0.0). The high values of thermopower always arise in the vicinity of the destructive interference. So, the whole thermopower map is almost the complementary map of transmission, shown in Fig. 3(b). The sign of thermopower changes with the translation of molecules (positive in red and negative in green). Due to the large

![Full spatial maps of the transmission (a), thermopower (b), power factor (c), binding energy (d) as a function of translation at the Fermi energy for A.](image-url)
thermopower, the areas near (0.0, 0.0) which show low transmission, now have a high power factor $S^2 G$.

The binding energies were calculated as the difference between the total energies of the $\pi$-stacked molecules and the isolated molecules, with van der Waals correction included. As we focus on the $\pi-\pi$ stacking interaction, we only translate molecules along the positive direction of x and y-axis, avoiding transport from the triple bond on one molecule into the ring of the other. Consequently, the binding energy map is not the global potential surface. Fig. 3(d) shows that a local minimum is around (0.0, 1.4). Although the thermopower $S$ and power factor $S^2 G$ have relatively high values at the (0.0, 0.0) position, the fully eclipsed structure is not the most stable geometry.

4.2 System B

In an effort to improve the transmission and thermoelectric properties, the conjugation length of molecules is increased by using anthracene rings instead of benzene rings in the $\pi$-stacked system. There are now three groups of fully eclipsed structures and dislocated structures as the rings are shifted with respect to each other, as shown in Fig. 4 (left). Starring arguments can be used again to predict interference features near the Fermi energy. All three groups that exhibit alike coupling have low transmission from destructive interference near the Fermi energy, while the structures with disjoint coupling have high transmission as shown in Fig. 4 (right). The interference features are effectively “switched on” and “switched off” by translating the relative positions of two molecules. However, the interference positions gradually shift away from the Fermi energy as the system is changed from B0 to B1, B2.

Fig. 5(a) shows that the transmission of system B is generally higher than system A, since there are larger $\pi-\pi$ ring couplings. All the disjoint structures
(B0*, B1*, B2*) can be found in the local maxima in the full transmission map, while the “alike” couplings (B0, B1, B2) are located in the low transmission areas. Fig. 5(b) shows more regions with a high thermopower as there are more geometries dominated by destructive interference effects. The sign of the thermopower at these regions switches from positive to negative, as the interference positions shift with the translation. However, the thermopower at the geometries around the fully eclipsed structure of system B all exhibit positive value, which is different from the results of system A. The whole power factor map is dramatically enhanced in the system of anthracene rings, especially at the geometries around the fully eclipsed structure, shown in Fig. 5(c). As the positions of the two molecules are translated along the y-direction, the power factor is modulated and periodically presents local maxima. Interestingly, the power factor exhibits very low values along $y = 1.6$, which is obviously problematic if we are looking for a large thermoelectric response. The binding energy of system B approaches a local minimum at (0.0, 1.4), consistent with what is observed for system A. Again, this
minimum binding energy position is not the optimal position for the thermopower and power factor. Actually, the minimum energy structure has a very low power factor. In contrast, the fully eclipsed structure of system B has good thermopower value and high power factor and exhibits a good thermoelectric response.

4.3 System C

The final question we have in our investigation of the role of conjugation length is: does a mixed combination of an anthracene ring and a benzene ring work better? Fig. 6 (left) shows how the starring assignment works in system C. The transmission results change due to the symmetry breaking. There is destructive interference between the resonances from the highest occupied orbital and lowest unoccupied orbital for the structure C0, as predicted by the starring rules, but the position is shifted away from the Fermi energy. As the systems are translated along the short axis (y) to C1, the interference position shifts back to the Fermi energy. Both C0* and C1* have high transmission without interference.

Fig. 7(a) shows that the total transmission through system C is generally weaker than system B. The geometries around (0.0, 0.0) exhibit high transmission and a high power factor, but a low thermopower as the interference feature is no longer so close to the Fermi energy. Interestingly, the power factor for system C also has a very low value along y = 1.6, which is similar to system B. The local minimum of binding energy for system C is around (0.0, 0.8), shown in Fig. 7(d). However, the geometry of system C at (0.0, 0.0) is more stable than the fully eclipsed structure of system A and exhibits a high transmission and power factor.

4.4 System D

Another way to modify the conductance and change the binding energy is to add substituents. Here, we investigate the conductance and thermoelectric response of π-stacked systems substituted by cyano groups or the combination of a hydroquinone and a quinone. The components of the transmission between pairs...
of atoms in the molecule, known as the local transmission\textsuperscript{20} is calculated, in order to illustrate the roles of the substituents in the electron transport.

The starring rules cannot be used in the structures with substituents, however, we still consider the two typical geometries in the substituted systems for comparison with system A. Fig. 8 shows that the total transmission of the fully eclipsed structure exhibits destructive interference, similar to the result of system A0. However, at the Fermi energy, the total transmission through system D0 is higher than system A0. When the local transmission at the Fermi energy is calculated, it is found that several extra paths are added by the cyano group, and these contribute to the total transmission. The dislocated structure (D0\textsuperscript{*}), with two sites eclipsed, exhibits high transmission near the Fermi energy and an absence of destructive interference. However, we see less influence of the cyano group, in terms of extra paths in the local transmission through D0\textsuperscript{*} (Fig. 8).

The full spatial map of transmission (Fig. 9) at the Fermi energy shows high values around (0.0, 0.0), unlike that seen for system A. There are also more interference areas in the transmission map, compared with system A. This means
that there are also more regions with high thermopower. The most stable position of system D is located at (0.0, 1.4) in the binding energy map, similar to system A. There is, however, an additional local minimum at (1.6, 0.0). The power factor is low at both of these two minima areas, but has a high value at the geometries around the fully eclipsed structure, just like system A.

4.5 System E

The final system we consider comprises hydroquinone as a donor and quinone as an acceptor. Two selected structures E0 and E0* are shown in Fig. 10 (top), in order to compare with system A. The total transmission of the fully eclipsed structure E0 and the dislocated structure E0* are calculated and shown in Fig. 10 (middle). The transmission exhibits a high value in the structure of E0, and a destructive interference feature is present far from the Fermi energy. E0* shows high transmission without interference features across a wide energy range. The local transmission of system E doesn’t indicate any extra paths from hydroquinone and quinone, shown in Fig. 10 (bottom). However, the local transmission of E0 and E0* both show several sites favoured by the overlap of the structure, resulting in their high transmission at the Fermi energy.

There is a region around the structure E0 which exhibits very high transmission in the full spatial map (Fig 11(a)). Fig. 11(b) shows that almost all the geometries exhibit a negative thermopower, except some limited regions with a high positive thermopower. The power factor at the geometries around E0 is significantly enhanced and form local maxima, shown in Fig. 11(c). The binding energies are shown in Fig. 11(d) as a function of (x, y) displacement. Interestingly,
the minimum binding energy lies at (0.0, 0.0). The fully eclipsed structure of quinhydrone E0 is the most stable structure in all of these geometries, which is different from the former π-stacked systems. The transmission and power factor of quinhydrone both have high values at (0.0, 0.0). The fully eclipsed structure of quinhydrone that has the minimum energy and exhibits a high power factor, making it a possible candidate for a thermoelectric device. While the quinhydrone is a relatively simple donor–acceptor system, it is envisaged that other donor–acceptor pairs could also be explored by this method.

4.6 Discussion

While the systems considered here are somewhat artificial, they neatly illustrate a number of points for understanding transport through π-stacked systems. The conclusions that should be drawn are different for systems where π-stacked structures form by accident, from those where π-stacked structures are formed by design.

First we consider the case where aggregation in the junction results in the accidental formation of π-stacked structures. In a system without substituents,
the binding energy indicates that the fully eclipsed structures are unlikely to form preferentially but rather some dislocated structure. This means that interference effects are unlikely to dominate and consequently the transport is measurable and the thermopower is not at a maximum. It may be that as these structures are pulled, for example in an STM-break junction experiment, the structure might move closer to or further from an interference feature and thus the transmission decreases or increases and the thermopower increases or decreases.

Substituents can have three effects, they can simply shift the transport resonances (the effect most commonly considered when they are described as electron donating or withdrawing groups), but they can also introduce additional pathways for transport and change the relative stability of different configurations. The case of the system D illustrated how cyano groups can provide an extra pathway and shift interference features. This case is important for considering the transport properties of accidentally formed \(\pi\)-stacked structures where the molecules involved have two binding groups. In this case, one binding group will be bound to each electrode and the other can be providing additional pathways and shifting interference features.

Using substituents to change the relative stability of different geometries becomes relevant when we seek to design optimal \(\pi\)-stacked structures. Modifying the system to a quinone and hydroquinone clearly (and somewhat
obviously) results in the fully eclipsed structure being favoured as two hydrogen bonds can form and we then can achieve the result that the most stable structure also maximises the thermoelectric response. The fully eclipsed structures could also be formed by binding the two sides together in a cyclophane; however, in this case the potential advantage of a non-bonded system for reducing heat transport is lost. While it was not explored in this paper, it has been shown that substitution can shift the minima across a considerable region of the map in conjugated systems,\textsuperscript{21} suggesting that we really can pick out regions of interest and design molecules to form these structures.

5 Conclusions

We found that the transmission and power factor ($S^2G$) are both enhanced by increasing the conjugation length or adding substituent groups. In particular, the $\pi$-stacked system of two anthracene rings exhibits a good thermopower value and high power factor, predicting that an increased conjugation length can
dramatically enhance the thermoelectric response. The local transmission of system D shows that several extra paths are added by the cyanogroup, which increases the total transmission at the Fermi energy. Substituents can also change the structures that will be formed in junctions, with the local minimum binding energy positions of system A and system B both lying at (0.0, 1.4), while the most stable structure of quinhydrone is at (0.0, 0.0). The fully eclipsed structure of quinhydrone is the most stable system that could exhibit high transmission and power factor in these five π-stacked systems.
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